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 COMPANY BACKGROUND
 My Client FinMan Group is a financial services company that provides various financial
services like loan, investment funds, insurance etc. to its clients. FinMan Group wishes to
cross-sell health insurance to the existing clients who may or may not hold insurance
policies with the company. The company recommend health insurance to it's clients
based on their profile once these clients land on the website. Clients might browse the
recommended health insurance policy and consequently fill up a form to apply. When
these clients fill-up the form, their response towards the policy is considered positive
and they are classified as a lead.
Once these leads are acquired, the sales advisors approach them to convert and thus
the company can sell proposed health insurance to these leads in a more efficient
manner.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

Demographics (city, age, region etc.)
Information regarding holding policies of the client
Recommended Policy Information

 Now FinMan Group needs my help in building a model to predict
whether the person will be interested in their proposed Health
plan/policy given the information about:
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 DATASET EXTRACTION AND PREPARATION

Using Kaggle.com to search for dataset. 
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/imsparsh/jobatho
n-analytics-vidhya
Credit to: This dataset is released as part of a
hackathon conducted by Analytics Vidhya.
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 DATASET EXTRACTION AND PREPARATION

 I realize that this dataset has the city identified as city_code: C1, C2, C3, ....., C36 rather
than the state. I have cleaned up the dataset by converting the city_code into state by
my own assumption swopping the city_code with exact states in US. I double
checked the area_codes and almost all are non-existent.  The insurance policy type
are identified as numbers rather than actual insurance classification. I left the data as
the original data. Unfortunately, this dataset does not have some essential data such
as the claim history, client's age when making the claim and etc. so the data analysis
is incomplete.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
By State and Median Lower/Upper Age

This map allows you to scroll through
the states to know what is the
median lower/ upper age of the
clients

Surprisingly, 2 states have the highest
median lower/upper age clientele
groups such as California and
Alabama with > 53 yrs as the median
age. These 2 states hold the highest
number of clientele. 

https://public.tableau.com/views/FinManGroup-MedianAge/Dashboard5?:language=en-US&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link



DEMOGRAPHICS
By State and Average Insurance Premium

This map allows you to scroll through
the states to know what is the average
insurance premium each client pay.
The range is between US$10,022 to
US$25,161.

This data shows clearly that when it is a
joint insurance policy, the clients tend
to hold onto the policies longer with an
average of 1 year longer for the joint
policy holders compared to the
individual policy holders despite the
higher average premium paid by them. 

 

https://public.tableau.com/shared/DGQXZR7B4?:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link



INFORMATION REGARDING CLIENTS
By State and Individual / Joint Clients

This table allows you to scroll through the states
to know how many policy holders and their
categories as individual/joint clients.

You can find the average insurance premium
paid by the clients using the dropdown box.

This table supports the findings in page 9 of this
presentation. California and Alabama have the
most number of clients and they hold the highest
insurance premium due to their highest median
age range as indicated in page 8.

https://public.tableau.com/views/FinManGroup-InsurancePolicybyState/Dashboard2?:language=en-US&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link



INFORMATION REGARDING CLIENTS
By State and Health Indicator of Clients and No. of Policy Type Purchased

This chart shows the correlation of the health indicator,
the number of policy types purchased and average
insurance premium paid by the clients.

 Arizona and California are the top 2 states with most
number of policies sold, highest insurance premium
collected with their clientele having 8 to 9 health
indicators. 

While Alabama and Colorado have the least number of
health indicators and least insurance premium collected.

https://public.tableau.com/views/FinManGroup-HealthIndicator/Dashboard6?:language=en-US&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link



INFORMATION REGARDING CLIENTS
By State and Sum Total of Insurance Premium Paid and Health Indicators of Clients

This chart shows the correlation of the health indicator
(types), the number of policy types purchased, sum total of
insurance premium paid by the clients.

 Arizona and California are the top 2 states with most
number of policies sold, highest insurance premium
collected with their clientele having 8 to 9 health
indicators. 

While Alabama and Colorado have the least number of
health indicators and least insurance premium collected.

https://public.tableau.com/views/FinManGroup-SumTotal/Dashboard7?:language=en-US&:display_count=n&:origin=viz_share_link



RECOMMENDATION TO CLIENTS
On Medical Insurance Policy

With the data collected and analyzed in pages 8 to 12, recommendations are as follows: 
1) Alabama has the highest median age group and one of the least amount of insurance premium
collected. The offices in Alabama need to upskill their sales advisors to cater to their clients better or face
the consequence of closing their offices there. 
2) Oklahoma has the least insurance premium collected, it is definitely making a loss in operation costs
unless the clients are living in Oklahoma but served at another office in other state.
3) Even though California has the highest insurance premium collected, their median age is the top 2
among all states. The offices in California need to focus on getting younger clients for longer business
sustainability. 
4) With the health indicators table in page 11 and 12, all the offices must bulk up to promote their
insurance policies to provide as many medical insurance coverage as possible. The insurance policies may
not be as  comprehensive as the ones sold by California and Arizona.  
5) The sales advisors should focus on joint policy holders due to the data showing these clients holding
onto their policies longer by 1 year than their individual counterparts and them paying a higher insurance
premium. 



 CONCLUSION
For FinMan Group

 It is concerning to conclude this data analysis as there are few essential data fields but are
missing such as claim history, client age when making a claim, number of sales advisors tied to
each office and the top 10 sales advisors. Without such essential data, it is difficult for me to
make a proper assessment of what to recommend to the clients. 
However, with only 2 states (California and Arizona) having a robust business and holding the
top 2 sales, the rest of the offices in other states are extremely far from their achieved sales.
California needs to attract younger clients for longer business sustainability.
Recommendation to close the least performing offices in 2 states and restructure them to the
nearest offices to re-channel the clients for better services to reduce operational costs. 
It is very worrying for FinMan Group to continue her business operation in such a manner. It is
timely for better business management and enhanced data collection across the states to
make the proper diagnosis of these issues.  
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